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Course Details 

This course is designed to introduce you to the features available in the Project management and 
accounting module for Microsoft Dynamics AX. The integration points for these modules to other 
modules within Microsoft Dynamics AX will also be reviewed. 
 

AUDIENCE 
• CFO 

• Controller 

• Accountant 

• Accounting Manager 

• Operations Manager 

• Project Managers 

 
 

Prerequisites 

PARTICIPANT REQUIREMENTS 
Students attending this section of the course should have a basic understanding of: 

• General knowledge of Microsoft® Windows® 

• General knowledge of basic navigation within Dynamics AX 

• General understanding of basic accounting 

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 
The site has been optimized for Internet Explorer. Although other browsers may work, it is 
recommended that you use Internet Explorer for the best experience. 
Silverlight must be installed in order to use the practices.  
A screen resolution with a minimum of 1024x768 is recommended. You can use full screen icons 
within the eLearning to maximize your view. A smaller resolution may result in content being cut 
off from your screen. 
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Course Outline 

MODULE: INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
AND ACCOUNTING 
The working with projects module is intended to build core understanding of what projects are, 
when you would use a project, and the various components and features of using projects.   

Lessons 
• Project Overview 

• Project Workspace and Module Navigation 

• Create a New Project 

• Project Hierarchies 

• Project Numbering 

• Copying Projects 

• Project Stages 

MODULE: BASIC PROJECT ACCOUNTING 
This module will cover Project creation, adjustments and validation.  

Lessons 
• Project Creation 

• Project Adjustments 

• Project Validation 

MODULE: PROJECT PLANNING 
This course is intended to teach the skills needed to use a work breakdown structure, AKA, the 
WBS, to plan your projects.  This includes features of the application and commonly used 
procedures.   

Lessons 
• Create and Configure Work Breakdown Structure 

MODULE: PROJECT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
This course is intended to teach the skills needed to review and schedule resources to specific 
projects.  This includes features of the application, as well as some best practices and some 
common usage procedures.  Our core objectives are to view and understand the resource 
scheduling lifecycle, create roles, create resources.  We'll build our project teams, assign 
resources to tasks, understand the forms to reserve and fulfill resources; and finally, we'll take a 
look at some of the available inquiries around scheduling. 

Lessons 
• Create and Configure Project Resource Scheduling 
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MODULE: BASIC PROJECT CONTRACTS 
During the Basic Project Contracts course, we'll have the following objectives.  First, we'll 
understand what basic project contracts are.  Then we'll walk through the procedure of creating a 
new contract.  We'll also take a look at fixed rate contracts, and then we'll take a high level look at 
the following three items, funding sources, funding limits, and funding rules.  The funding sources, 
funding limits, and funding rules will be covered in the advanced project contracts course in more 
detail, but we'll just high-level look at those for this course.   

Lessons 
• Basic Contract Setup 

MODULE: PROJECT BILLING AND PAYMENT 
This course specifically looks at the different invoicing activities that you can take within the 
project management and accounting module.  The first thing that we'll do is we'll take a look at 
project invoice proposals and how you create them.  Then we'll take a look at credit notes.  So 
basically you can take your invoice proposal, post it, which then becomes an invoice, and then 
once it's an invoice, you can mark it for credit and then issue that credit note out to your 
customer.  Then we'll look at customer advances as well, that's how you can record a 
prepayment towards the project.   

Lessons 
• Create and Maintain Project Invoices 

• Project Credit Notes 

• Project Prepayments 

MODULE: PROJECT BUDGETS AND FORECASTS 
This course is intended to teach the skills needed to create, maintain, and understand project 
budgets and forecasts.  This includes reviewing features of the application as well as some best 
practices and common usage procedures.  Specifically, we'll take a look at reviewing and creating 
project budgets and project budget revisions.  Then we'll take a look at the setup and 
configuration for project budgets.  We'll also look at the project budget balancing query.  Another 
feature that we'll look at is carry forward budgets.  Transferring budgets to the general ledger.  
And then reviewing and creating project forecasts and all the features around project forecasts 
along with the setup of the forecasts.  And then finally, we'll take a look at the integration points 
for forecasts and budgets.   

Lessons 
• Create and Configure Project Budgets 

• Create and Configure Project Forecasts 

MODULE: PROJECT QUOTATIONS 
In this course, the intention is to teach the skills needed to create, maintain, and process project 
quotes in Microsoft Dynamics AX.  Specifically, we'll create project quotes and we'll define the 
following:  The work breakdown structure with your quote.  We'll actually learn how to commit 
resources to that work breakdown structure.  Once you have the WBS created, we can transfer 
those work breakdown structure estimates to the quote.  Then if you don't want to use the work 
breakdown structure functionality, you can manually create quote lines, so we'll go through that.  
Then after you have your quote created, it needs to go through a submission and approval 
process which uses the workflow framework.  Then we'll take a look at transferring the quote to a 
new project, and that's assuming that your quote has been confirmed, meaning the client has 
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signed off, saying that they're in a legally binding agreement with you.  And then finally, once the 
project is created, we'll review what information was transferred over from the quote.    

Lessons 
• Manage Project Quotations 

•  

MODULE: PROJECT EXPENSE MANAGEMENT 
So our course objectives are to explore the different ways to book a project expense.  So, 
basically, there are going to be four ways that we're going to cover via demonstration through this 
course the AP invoice journal and AP invoice, a general journal, and then we'll submit a project 
expense through an expense report.  A secondary note is that we're going to make sure that you 
understand the core information required on an expense.  So it's all pretty uniform what you need 
to book an expense in the product, but we'll make sure that you know the requirements.  And 
then finally, we'll take a look at how you create a project expense policy and the components 
around it.   

Lesson 

• Create and Configure Project Expenses 

MODULE: ADVANCED PROJECT PLAN TRACKING 
During this course, we'll be taking a look at analyzing the work breakdown structure.  
Specifically, we'll look into the different tracking views that are available.  There's two of 
them.  There's the cost tracking and the effort tracking.  We'll take a look at the tracking 
views after work has been completed.  So once actuals are closed in the system, we'll 
analyze our work breakdown structure.  And then we'll show you how to re-project task 
estimates to reflect any change orders or any sort of adjustments that you want to make.  
And then we'll show you how to complete and close out different tasks. 
Lesson 

• Work Breakdown Structure Tracking 

MODULE: ADVANCED PROJECT CONTRACTS 
This course is intended to teach the skills needed to perform advanced functions within the 
project contracts area.  Specifically, we'll be looking at funding sources, which there are four 
different types:  customers, grants, organization, and on-hold.  And then we'll take a look at limits.  
Funding rules.  Billing rules.  And there are five different types, which are time and material, 
progress, and there's actually two subtypes of progress rules.  Manual and automatic.  Unit of 
delivery, milestones, fees.  And then finally, we'll look at the setup of billing rules.   

Lessons 

• Funding Sources 

• Billing Rules 
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MODULE: PROJECT PROCUREMENT 
This module will talk about the various ways that purchasing and vendors integrate into Project 
accounting. 

Lessons 

• Create and Configure Project Item Requirements 

• Create and Configure Project Purchase Orders 

• Create and Configure Project Item Journals 

• Create and Configure Vendor Retention 

• Create and Configure Pay When Paid 
•  

MODULE: PROJECT MANUFACTURING 
Our course objectives are to review the different ways to create a project production order; then 
we'll take a look at the different posting methods that are used for project production orders.  And 
two sub nodes under there are, we'll create finished item posting method production orders, and 
finally, we'll take a look at how to create consumed posting method production orders.  
 

Lessons 
• Project production overview 
• Project production order: Finished item 
• Project production order: Consumed 

 

MODULE: ADVANCED PROJECT INVOICING 
During this course, here are our objectives:  Assign a retention term to a project contract, project 
or billing rule, process a customer invoice, request retained customer payments, inquire on 
customer payment retention transactions, set up customer retention, create and post invoice 
proposals in bulk, create a billing rule invoice, create a project invoice using free text invoices, 
configure and test the project invoice workflow. 

Lessons: 
• Customer retention 

• Project advanced invoicing 

 

MODULE: PROJECT TIME MANAGEMENT 
We'll specifically be looking at timesheets for the primary objective of this course, and we'll get 
you to understand the process flow for timesheets, which involves creating timesheets, approving 
and posting timesheets.  We'll set up a time sheet policy, which is a new feature to the latest 
version of AX here.  We'll also look at two smaller features, the audit trail functionality and 
absence reporting.  And then finally we'll dive in and take a look at our utilization inquiry, which is 
just a way to understand whether a worker's time is efficient and billable and what percent it is at 
a project or employee level. 
Lessons: 

• Create and Configure Project Timesheets 

• Project Timesheets - Audit Trail and Absence Reporting 
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MODULE: ADVANCED PROJECT ACCOUNTING 
What we'll be covering in this course are four primary things.  We're going to be taking a look at 
advanced time and material projects.  So specifically, we'll look at how time and material projects 
configure to post costs of WIP handle, time and material projects accruing revenue handle, and 
then there's a couple routines where you can reclassify your ledger impact.  So we'll look at those 
as well.  We'll also take a look at advanced fixed price projects.  And there's a lot of different 
controls around fixed price projects, but specifically, we'll look at completed contract fixed price 
projects, completed percentage, straight line, and work progress percentage fixed price projects.  
And then we'll take a look at advanced investment projects and how you can use the costs for an 
investment project to eliminate into a fixed asset.  And then finally, we'll take a look at advanced 
internal projects and how you can track your costs and WIP using them. 
Lessons: 

• Advanced Time and Material Projects 

• Advanced Internal Projects 

• Advanced Fixed Price Projects 

• Advanced Investment Projects 

MODULE: ADVANCED PROJECT ANALYSIS 
Our course objectives are:  We're going to take a look at the project inquiries.  Then we'll review 
some of the different project reports.  And then finally we'll take a look at how you can use your 
workspace as a reporting tool.  And then we'll take a look at creating your own self-service 
reports in Power BI. 
Lessons: 

• Project Analysis 

MODULE: ADVANCED PROJECT COSTING 
There's three primary features that we're going to be looking at.  One's called committed 
costs, one's called indirect costs, and the final one's called effective labor rates.  We're going 
to show you how to set up and create all the different features and then how to review them 
as well.  
Lessons: 

• Committed Cost 

• Indirect Costs 

• Effective Labor Rates 

MODULE: PROJECT INTERCOMPANY 
During our course here is what we'll cover:  We'll review project intercompany, which means we'll 
cover basically the general concepts and the process flow around project intercompany.  Then 
we'll take a look at how you can enter the different types of intercompany transactions.  Then we'll 
-- after we create the transactions, we'll create intercompany customer invoices.  And once you 
create that customer invoice, an AP invoice is actually automatically created in one of the legal 
entities in the chain within the process flow.  And we'll take a look at that AP invoice and show 
you how you can post that.  And then we'll review the intercompany setup.  So all the setup 
components behind intercompany.  And then, finally, we'll show you how you can schedule 
intercompany resources as well. 
Lessons: 

• Project Intercompany 
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MODULE: PROJECT WORKFLOW 
During this course, our objectives will be to review at a high level what workflow is, talk 
about where workflow is required in the project management module, then we'll review the 
optional workflows, and finally, we'll review some unique features within the project management 
module as it relates to workflow. 
Lesson: 

• Project Workflow 
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AGENDA 
 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 
9:00 AM 

Introduction to 
Project Accounting 

Project Billing and 
Payment 

Advanced Project 
Contracts 

Advanced Project 
Accounting 

10:00 AM 

Basic Project 
Accounting 

Project Budgets and 
Forecasts Project Procurement Advanced Project 

Analysis 11:00 AM 

12:00 PM LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH 
1:00 PM 

Project Planning Project Quotations Project 
Manufacturing 

Advanced Project 
Costing 

2:00 PM 

Project Resource 
Management 

Project Expense 
Management 

Advanced Project 
Invoicing 

Project 
Intercompany 

3:00 PM 

Basic Project 
Contracts 

Advanced Project 
Plan Tracking 

Project Time 
Management Project Workflow 4:00 PM 

5:00 PM SESSION END SESSION END SESSION END SESSION END 

•  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This document contains general information, may be based on authorities that are 
subject to change, and is not a substitute for professional advice or services. This 
document does not constitute audit, tax, consulting, business, financial, investment, 
legal or other professional advice, and you should consult a qualified professional 
advisor before taking any action based on the information herein. RSM US LLP, its 
affiliates and related entities are not responsible for any loss resulting from or relating 
to reliance on this document by any person. Internal Revenue Service rules require 
us to inform you that this communication may be deemed a solicitation to provide tax 
services.  This communication is being sent to individuals who have subscribed to 
receive it or who we believe would have an interest in the topics discussed. 

RSM US LLP is a limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of RSM 
International, a global network of independent audit, tax and consulting firms. The 
member firms of RSM International collaborate to provide services to global clients, 
but are separate and distinct legal entities that cannot obligate each other. Each 
member firm is responsible only for its own acts and omissions, and not those of any 
other party. Visit rsmus.com/aboutus for more information regarding RSM US LLP 
and RSM International.  

RSM® and the RSM logo are registered trademarks of RSM International Association. 
The power of being understood® is a registered trademark of RSM US LLP.  

© 2016 RSM US LLP. All Rights Reserved. 
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